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1. Introduction
At Emerald, we’re committed to
providing the best customer and
partner experiences we possibly
can and are always striving to
improve what we offer.
We’ve been listening to the
feedback we’ve received on
our Open Access workflows
that support our Allocated
Article Processing Charges and
Discounts (Allocated APC) funding
agreements. As a result, we are
introducing several improvements
over the next year. This includes
better notifications to authors of
their eligibility, and changes to
the workflow to increase uptake
of Allocated APCs. We’ll explain
what the changes are, what other
changes are afoot and how you
will benefit from them. We’ve also
provided contact details in case
there is anything more you need
to know.
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Overview of process
Eligible authors’ manuscripts will
now be opted in to Allocated APC
at the point of acceptance. This
is intended to increase uptake of
this offering amongst our authors.
We will also be tracking those
manuscripts who choose to opt out
of the Allocated APC, we’ll see more
robust Allocated APC tracking, and
new reporting outputs.
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The chart shows a depiction of
the journey of an eligible
manuscript and our revised
workflow. Using reporting
functionality, we will identify and
inform authors of Allocated APC/
Discount-eligible manuscripts, and
offer them the chance to opt out
of the Allocated APC.
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2. The Manuscript Journey
From the author’s perspective, there will be some visible changes. We have detailed these below.
A submission is started by an author in our submission system, ScholarOne Manuscripts:

As part of the submission process, the author is asked to confirm their Open Access preference, should
their manuscript be accepted. Following your feedback, we have looked at making this question clearer.
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Following the acceptance of a manuscript, we will check the manuscript’s eligibility for the Allocated APC
based on the specific eligibility criteria we have agreed with our partners. Weekly acceptance reports from
all relevant Emerald journals will be combined and filtered, so we can quickly and easily check for eligible
manuscripts requiring action.
We will record the allocation of the APC to the accepted manuscript, and against the number of Allocated
APCs still available, to be included in a reporting dashboard for our consortia partners:

We will keep our partners informed when are getting close to using all of the Allocated APCs available and will
offer eligible authors the chance to publish using our regular Open Access routes, until more Allocated APCs
are available.
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3. Marketing
As well as reviewing our workflow, we have also been looking at how we improve the promotion of
Allocated APCs to eligible authors and ensure that they are aware of how to use them.
We plan to share marketing collateral with our consortia partners via the dashboard, so this can be shared
with networks:

Using pre-paid APCs
Simply follow the steps below if you want your article to be puiblished open access and your
institution is eligible for a free Open Access APC (Article Processing Charge) form Emerald Publishing.

STEP 1

STEP 3

STEP 5

Visit ScholarOne to
submit your article to
your chosen journal.

Your article now
enters the peer-review
process.

You will need to
complete and sign
the CCBY licence and
return by email to the
Emerald contact.

STEP 2

STEP 4

Select the highlighted
‘Yes’ option on the
‘Details and Comments’
page on ScholarOne as
shown below.

If your article is
accepted, you will
receive an email with
the CCBY licence.

STEP 6

Your article will be
published open access via
www.emerald.com/insight

Highlighted below are marketing opportunities available for Allocated APC promotion
• Tailored collateral for institutions which will highlights Allocated APC eligibility and how the process works.
This can feature the institution’s logo and be translated into local languages.
• Web adverts which feature when the Emerald website is accessed within a specific region. The advert can
be translated into the local language such as the example shown below for Austria.
• Targeted author campaigns which highlight Allocated APC eligibility and direct them on how to use them.
• Ensuring our existing web page which highlights APCs is user friendly and clear for authors when they are
looking at how to use their Allocated APC.
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4. FAQs
Question
What is changing?

Answer
Having listened to what our partners are looking for, we will be introducing new aspects to our workflow, as
detailed throughout the document:
• Managing the automatic Allocation of APCs to eligible manuscripts at the point of acceptance, and letting
you and your authors know when this happens
• Sharing reporting on manuscripts whose authors have chosen to opt out of the Allocated APC, so we can
keep sight of the numbers
• Accommodating discounts to Article Processing Charges, as well as full waivers
• We have a new dedicated role in place from January for supporting these changes, as well as being there
to provide you with the new reporting outputs we are looking to deliver

Question
Will there be any more changes?

Answer
Yes there will. Emerald is committed to continuous improvement and as such we will be looking to
constantly improve our ways of working and where appropriate we’ll contact you to let you know what has
changed. In addition, we’d be keen to hear more of your feedback to see where you think there’s still room
for improvement. We will be working with our in-house experts on maintaining and continually improving
processes, ensuring we proactively seek opportunities to streamline this new workflow.

Question
Who should I contact if I have a query?

Answer
For questions on our new workflow, please contact APC@emeraldgroup.com
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Contact us
For quick answers to your questions please contact us:
Emerald Publishing Limited, Howard House, Wagon
Lane, Bingley, United Kingdom BD16 1WA
T + 44 (0) 1274 777700
F + 44 (0) 1274 785201
E APC@emeraldgroup.com
Connect with us through social media

@emeraldglobal /emeraldpublishingimpact
/company/34137
/EmeraldPublishing67
Emerald and Emerald Publishing are trading names of Emerald Publishing Limited.
Registered in England No. 3080506
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